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AnsrRlcr

The interdisciplinary project "Negentropy House" aims to apply the well known principles of
non-equilibrium thermodynamics (entropy growth control through the use of external energy
flows) to the building construction sector. This self-regulation mechanism, observed within
living organisms, is intended to be applied to the design, the construction and the operation of
a new EPFL building (a guest house).

In order to achieve the practical implementation of these principles in the different building
project phases, a list of "Sustainability Criteria" was established, together with associated
target, threshold and veto qualitative andlor quantitative objectives: they make up a concrete
and detailed specification for each building project phase.

An overview of the first results of this interdisciplinary project, including a presentation of
these criteria together with some practical building aspects, is given in this paper.

Rrsumn

Le projet interdisciplinaire "Negentropy House" a pour but de traduire certains principes de

base de la thdorie de la thermodynamique hors-6quilibre (mod6ration de la croissance de

l'entropie interne par I'utilisation de flux ext6rieurs d'6nergie) au domaine de la construction.
Ce m6canisme d'auto-r6gulation, propre aux €tres vivants, sera ainsi appliqu6 ir la conception,
ir la construction et d l'exploitation d'un nouveau bdtiment de I'EPFL (maison d'h6tes sur le
site d'Ecublens).

Afin de mettre en Guvre ce principe dans le cadre des diff6rentes phases de proj6tation du
bdtiment, une liste de "critdres de D6veloppement Durable" a 6td etablie, auxquels ont 6t6

associ6s des valeurs-cibles, limites et de veto : il constitue ainsi le cahier des charges du
projet.

Les premiers r6sultats de ce projet interdisciplinaire, ainsi que les consdquences pratiques de

ce dernier en ce qui concerne la rdalisation de ce nouveau bdtiment, sont prdsentds dans cette
communication.

INrnooucrroN

The building sector with the related infrastructure (city networks, access roads, etc.) is
responsible for half of the overall energy consumption in Switzerland (more than 800 PJ in
2000), corresponding to greenhouse gas emissions of more than 5 Tons-equivalent CO2 per

captta tKNS96l. In spite of the considerable efforts dedicated to energy conservation



measures within buildings since the seventies, the perspective of climate changes pleads today
for a "Factor 4" further reduction of the current building specific energy consumption to

achieve a sustainable development in this sector [Wei96].

A coherent approach to achieve this global challenge can be foreseen in the application to the
building sector of the growth regulation mechanisms of the living organisms, which control
their internal production of entropy (a physical measure of disorder) by an optimal use of
external energy flows (e.g. solar radiation for plants, natural food for animals, etc.).

These well known principles of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [Odu83] are intended to be

applied to the design, construction and operation of a new EPFL building (a guest house). The
challenge was addressed within an interdisciplinary project (the"Negentropy House" project)

[Neg01], which aims at the practical implementation of these principles in the different
building planning phases. An overview of this project is given hereafter.

MrrnooolocrcAr. ArpRoa,cn

In summer of the year 2000, an interdisciplinary project team was set up (cf. article front
page), involving representatives of the following disciplines and fields of expertise (in
brackets):

- building physics (renewable energies, bio-inspired technologies)
- civil engineering (management and logistics)
- environmentalengineering(ecosystemicresearch)
- architecture (building design, sociology).

Included in a broader research prograrnme (see Figure 1), which involves a novel approach
for the building sector (ecosystemic modelling, bio-inspired technologies), the first phase of
the "Negentropy House project" was initiated by addressing the conception of the new
building.

INTBRDISCIPLINARY R+D PROGRAMME

Research + Development Execution

Conception of
"Negentropy House"

Figure 1: Structure of overall interdisciplinary R + D programme on sustainable buildings,
including "Negentropy House" project



Within this first conceptual phase, a holistic approach was used to outline the principal
building specifications according to the requirements of sustainable development. Following
the definition of the Rio Conference en 1992, three different aspects of sustainability were
considered (ecology, economy and sociology), in order to proceed to:

- a first analysis of the notion of intemporality in architecture, which is necessary to address

a "sustainable architectural design" of buildings,

- the elaboration of "criteria of sustainability" for the design, construction and exploitation
of the new building,

- the choice of the most appropriate site on the EPFL campus for the building implantation,

- the analysis of the operational constraints of the project, including both financial and
social aspects.

A11 these considerations were developed and consigned within a common written document
given by reference [Neg01]; they were followed by practical recommendations for the

execution for the upcoming project phases.

Among those points, the elaboration of "criteria of sustainability" was certainly the prevailing
action undertaken within the first project phase. It lead to the setting up of a list of such
criteria, defined with corresponding target, threshold and veto values, which makes up the
main body of the building specifications.

AsstssuBNT oF "SustAlNlsILITy Cnttpntl"
The list of "sustainability criteria" was established for practical reasons following a recent
publication of the Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA) given by reference

[SIA01]. According to this document, a list of generic criteria was used (cf. Figure 2), which
was developed funher for this specific building project.

Ecologie

Mat6riaux Fl,nersies Sol / Pavsaee Infrastructures
Matdriaux non polluants

Ressources renouvelables

Ddchets de construction

Recyclage des mat6riaux

Provenance / exploitation

Energie totale, y compris la
construction

Energie d'exploitation

Possibilit6s d'optimaliser
I'exploitation

Recours aux dnergies
renouvelables

Surface / Sol

Paysage

Amdnagement des alentours

Gestion de I'eau

Transports

D6chets mdnagers

Eau /eaux usdes

Economie

Substance du bitiment Co0ts d'acquisition CoOts d'exploitation et
d'entretien

Flexibilit6

Substance construite

Site

Programme des locaux

Oualit6 d'6ouioement

Prix du bdtiment

Prix du terrain

Frais financiers

Co0ts externes

Cotrt total optimum

Cotts d'exploitation

Co0ts d'entretien

Co0ts externes

Conception de base du
systdme constructif

Possibilit6s de changement
d'affectation

Interchangeabilit6 des

6l6ments



Societ6

Bien 6tre Utilisation Esth6tique Collectivit6

S6curitd

Climat int6rieur

Lumidre, bruit, vibrations,
ondes 6lectromagn6tiques

Polluants, odeurs

Fonctionnalit6

Flexibilit6, utilisation
individualisde

Sphdre privde

Amdnagements int6rieurs

Am6nagements exterieurs

Espaces exterieurs

Impression de I'ensemble des
amdnagements

Offres dans le voisinage

Espaces semi-publics

Espaces publics

Coexistence

Participation

Figure 2: Generic sustainability criteria used to assess the specifications of the project

This development was caffied out, starting from the different groups of generic criteria,
represented by (3 x 4) blocks of Figure 2. Each generic criterion was than refined by specific
subcriteria, to which some figures of merit were attached. Based on qualitative or quantitative
appreciation methods, each figure was linked to specific values defining:

- a threshold value, which has to be overpassed by the corresponding subcriteria,
- atarget value, which ideally should be reached,
- a veto value, which can in no way be accepted.

Figure 3 illustrates the specific subcriteria and figures, conesponding to the generic criteria
"Bien-6tre" (Well-being), defined for sustainable development. Reference [Neg01] gives the
complete list of criteria and figures established for the project. They make up detailed
specifications for the building design, construction and operation, which will be used to
support the design team during the upcoming phases of the project.

OpBRl,rroNAL ASPECTS

Several important constraints, linked to operational aspects of the project, had to be

considered beside the "sustainability criteria". These different practical elements, presented in
detail in reference [Neg01] and in favour of the project, can be summarised in the following
way:

Market study

- About 75o/o of EPFL academic guests are single persons, staying in most cases less than
one month at EPFL (more thanS5o/o of the guests' sojourns are shorter than three months).

- A building of 30 rooms with a majority of single rooms could benefit from a high rate of
occupation.

- No facility of this type exists in the suroundings of the EPFL campus, however hotel
rooms must be considered as possible competitors for the guest house.

Business plan

- The costs calculation, based on current interest rutes (4.5Yo for a mortgage) and a 40 year
long amortisation period, shows reasonable construction costs (450 - 500 CHF/m3 Sn;.
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- Monthly renting costs are apparently competitive for the market (1000 CHF/ month for a
single room), when assuming a reasonable vacancy rate (lower than20%).

- The construction costs per cubic meter unit and the mortgage rate are the most important
elements of costs calculation, as shown by a sensitivity analysis (Pareto diagram).

Construction site
- Among three possible construction sites on the EPFL campus, the one chosen is partly

built and allows re-using existing concrete slabs and wells.

This preliminary project phase was completed by establishing a list of innovative products
and technical developments which could contribute to the achievement of the project goals.
An overview of existing buildings, characterised by high energy performance and/or low
environmental impacts, was carried out as well in order to define the final detailed objectives
ofthe project.

CoNcr.usroN
The interdisciplinary project "Negentropy House" aims to apply the self-regulated growth
mechanisms of living organisms (entropy growth control) to the construction sector. As a first
step, it is intended to apply these principles to the design, construction and operation of a new
EPFL building (guest house).

The elaboration of a list of "Sustainability Criteria", defined specifically for this building, is
cerlainly the most important outcome of the first project phase. These criteria, linked to
corresponding figures of merits, will be used to define the specifications of the building for
the upcoming phases of the project.

Accounting also for operational aspects, it is expected that the new building will take
maximum benefit from natural energy and material fluxes (solar radiation, renewable
materials, etc.), and contribute to achieve sustainable development in the field of construction.
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